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Our study: aims

1. To identify which elements are part of interventions for FMP

◼ Intervention manuals

◼ Daily practice

2. To assess perspectives of adolescents and parents on effective elements.

1. To assess the effectiveness of elements:

◼ For FMP in general

◼ For subgroups in FMP

◼ Cost-effectiveness in both respects
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Overview of most important results
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 Content of interventions for FMP is very similar, equally effective 

 Structure in which they are provided varies

 Some structural elements make care more effective (phone contacts with family and intervision)

 Activation of the social network and helping with practical tasks was underrepresented

 Practitioners mainly used psycho-education and instruction

 Care is mainly targeted to parents



Translate findings
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Advice of adolescents and parents
Dialogue sessions

practitioners, developers interventions, municipalities



Advice of adolescents and parents
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 How to translate findings to daily practice and who should know of these results?

Animated movie with results and advices for 
practitioners, developers of interventions, 

municipalities and researchers Sheets with advices for practitioners and 
other stakeholders



Dialogue sessions
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 Aim: to identify how we can translate our findings to concrete products, tools or actions that can help 
practitioners, developers of interventions and municipalities in strengthening care for families

Two steps

1. Individual interviews: reflect on results, what is remarkable, what should change and how can we 
realize this? 

2. Think tank session: prioritize ideas mentioned in the interviews and make them more concrete

 Which activities are needed? Who should be involved? Which tools can facilitate this? Are there existing 
initiatives?

Municipalities
9 interviews

Practitioners
10 interviews

Developers/trainers 
of interventions

5 interviews



Ideas for strenghtening interventions and practitioners
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 Support practitioners in:

 Activating social network of families

 Actively involve (perspective of) the child

 Modelling and practicing behaviour with family

 Mobilizing the professional network around families

 Organize exchange between practitioners working with different interventions

 Digital toolbox in which practitioners can search for suitable tools that they can use in a specific family

 Tool with which practitioners can reflect on provided elements in light of needs of a specific family

 Tool with which practitioners can make more explicit to families why they do what they do 

 Roadmap for families in which they can see what they can expect from the interventions and what is expected

from the family



Activating the social network
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 Background

 Families don’t want involvement of network, sometimes not supportive

 How to activate the network? Privacy? Involve or not?

 Extensive inventory of network, but how to activate? 

 Which activities?

 Awareness of importance of social network 

 Change in mentality of practitioners

 Legislation and regulations that stimulate the use of social network

 Train future professionals (universities) and structural reflection and training within organizations



What’s next?
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 Focus on activating the social network and involving children within interventions 

 Many tools available, not always known or used

 Strengthen practitioners by connecting knowledge and initiatives and facilitate the uptake of this knowledge

 Making connections with organizations in the field

 Where possible implement in existing initiatives

 Advisory report/brochure for practitioners, developers of interventions, municipalities and universities (of applied 
sciences)

 How to strengthen interventions?

 How to strengthen facilitator for optimal provision of interventions?
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Read more?
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